Abstract
Introduction
Multisource image fusion is a technology that combines two or more source images from the sensors of identical or different modalities to integrate a composite image. Most of these approaches are conducted by combining the multiscale decomposition (MSD) of the source images [1] , [2] . MSD-based fusion schemes provide much better performance than based on non-multiscale decomposition(NMSD) method. Two core issues of MSD-based fusion method need to be solved, that is, which MSD method should be used and how to combine coefficients in decomposed subbands.
For the first issue, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is widely applied to MSD image fusion and gain more favorable fusion results successfully because of joint information represented at the spatial-spectral domain [3] . However, DWT has three limits (1)Not shift-invariance (2)Poor directions (three directions information) (3)Lack of phase spatial information. So some artificial information is easily introduced to results such as ringing and aliasing effect. Especially, when spectrum of source images is quite different or images registration accuracy is poor, the features of shift-invariance and multidirection in MSD approach have a great impact on the quality of fused image. In 1998, Kingsbury propose dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DTCWT) [4] which provide approximate shift-invariance and six directions information and is widely applied in the field of image processing and pattern recognition. In 2004, Selesnick propose double-density dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DD-DTCWT) [5] which possess the features of approximate continuous wavelet transform and anti-aliasing and can decompose to 16 directions information. In this paper, DD-DTCWT is adopted to decompose source images.
For the second issue, traditional fusion rules adopted in many literatures are generally same weighted average for low-frequency images and "pixel absolute selection max"for high-frequency images, denoted WA-AM, which results in a problem that the fused images are sometimes unstable. In reference [6] , principal component analysis (PCA) and consistency checking is applied to image fusion for low-frequency and high-frequency subbands respectively, denoted PCA-AMC. Principal component obtained by PCA for low-frequency subbands serves as pixels weight. After"pixel absolute selection max"for high-frequency subbands, consistency checking is executed to weaken discontinuity. PCA rule impose the same weight on all pixels which can not highlight specific target information, as traditional fusion rules. In reference [7] , the fusion rule of energy salience match for low-frequency subbands and "pixel absolute selection max"for high-frequency subbands is proposed, denoted ESMWS-AM. Energy match value of local widow in subband images is computed to compare with threshold and according to compared result, either weighted average or selection fusion rule is adopted. But, to different modalities images, the threshold has a great impact on the quality of fused images. The adaptability of above mentioned rules is poor.
In the process of MSD image fusion, for low-frequency subbands, to highlight the target information, the weights of the target pixels should be greater, however, in order to obtain clear background information, the weights of background pixels should be greater, for high-frequency subbands, to obtain abundant edge information and suppress the salt and pepper noise, both single pixel and neighborhood information should be commonly considered.
In this paper, a new adaptive fusion rule is proposed based on MSD. For low-frequency subbands, an improved pixel weighted average rule is adopted, considering the associability among pixels in region window, computing the sum of region window salience variance weight as the weights of center pixel to highlight target information. For high-frequency subbands, the rule of coefficient absolute value and neighborhood average energy consistency selection is adopted to eliminate discontinuity and noise. This adaptive fusion rule can make the fused images more consistent with human vision. 
The
Two dimension DD-DWT is implemented on an image by alternatively applying the transform first to the rows, then to the columns. The process is shown as Figure1. 
Figure1. Two dimension DDDWT

Two dimension double-density dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DD-DTCWT)
The two dimension DD-DTCWT of an image is implemented by applying four 2D DD-DWTs in parallel with distinct filter sets for the rows and columns. After such process, 4 low-frequency and 32 high-frequency subband images are obtained to describe more specific information. An image is decomposed to 4 low-frequency subband images and 32 high frequency subband images by DD-DTCWT. 2D DDDTCWT can describe sixteen main directions information and have two wavelets in each direction which is real and imaginary part of complex respectively. So character description of image is more exact, the precision of image decomposition and reconstruction is further improved. Depiction of direction is shown as Figure3.
Figure3. Direction illustration of DD-DTCWT
Where, the first row denotes sixteen real parts, the second row denotes sixteen imaginary parts, the third row denotes sixteen amplitudes.
Image fusion rule
Fusion scheme
Multiscale image fusion include three stages: decomposition, combination and reconstruction. At decomposition stage, the input images are decomposed by DD-DTCWT to low-frequency and high-frequency subbands representing different physical meanings. At the combination stage, because of their different physical meaning, the low-frequency and high-frequency subbands should be treated by different fusion rules to form different fused coefficients. Finally, Double density dual-tree complex wavelet inverse transform (DD-DTCWIT) is employed to reconstruct an image. The specific procedure is shown as Figire4.
Figure4. Fusion scheme
Fusion rule
The low-frequency subbands integrate the main energy, which reflect the approximation and average characteristics of source image. The high-frequency subbands represent details of image, such as lines, contours. So, the fusion rule of improved pixel weighted average for low-frequency subbands and coefficient absolute value with neighborhood average energy consistency selection for high-frequency subbands is employed, denoted IPWA-ANECS. Source images 1 I , 2 I are decomposed by DD-DTCWT to multiscale, multidirection subbands:
. Fused low-frequency and high-subband coefficients are
(1)Low-frequency subband image fusion rule
The basic idea of the improved pixel weighted average fusion rule is to calculate the sum of salience variance weight in selected region window as weight of the center pixel. The specific steps are as follows: Step1: Computing the mean of region window.
In coefficient matrices of low-frequency subbands ) , ( denote coefficients absolute value in region  , q is spatial coordinate. Step2: Computing the sum of salience variance weight in region  with p point as the center.
Where, ) (q  denote coefficients weights，which is greater weigh from the p point closer. 
Where, 
The above process iterates through the entire matrix and fused low-frequency subband coefficients are obtained. This rule can allocate the right weight for each pixel automatically and prominent target combination information according to the characteristics of image.
(2)High-frequency subband image fusion rule The basic idea of coefficient absolute value with neighborhood average energy consistency selection is to choose"max"of both the center pixel absolute value and neighborhood average energy as combination pixel. Single pixel information is combined with neighborhood information to direct the coefficient selected of the location. The specific steps are as follows: Step1: Computing the average energy of region window
In coefficient matrices of high-frequency subband ) , ( 
Step2: Selecting combination coefficient
and 3 direction information, DTCWT with approximate shift-invariance and 6 direction information. In these MSD, the proposed fusion rule in this paper is used in low-frequency and high-frequency subband images. In experiments, decomposition level is 4, low-frequency and high-frequency subband window is 3 3 and 5 5 respectively. Figure6, figure7, figure8 shows the visible and infrared image fusion result, multi-focus image fusion result and medical image fusion result of these methods respectively. Focusing on the labeled region in Fig.6 , one can obviously find that the fused images of two shift-invariant methods DTCWT, DD-DTCWT are clearer and more natural than those of DWT with shift-variant. It is proven that shift-invariant feature can overcome the pseudo-Gibbs phenomena successfully and improve the quality of the fused image around edges. In Fig.7 and Fig.8 the edges of the clock and bone are better extracted using DD-DTCWT than those of DWT and DTCWT. It is proven that multidirection feature can more accurately depicts the edge details and enhance contour information.
Furthermore, objective assessment criteria on MI [9] , SSIM [10] and Q AB/F [11] is employed to evaluate the quality of the fused images in figure 6-figure 8 and the data are listed in table1.The data indicate that DD-DTCWT method can extract more information from source images to the fused image than that of DWT and DTCWT. So, it can be concluded that DD-DTCWT is the best MSD method. That is why DD-DTCWT is used as the MSD method in this paper. 
Fusion performance comparisons using different fusion rules
In this section, for verifying the validity of the proposed fusion rule, all fusion experiments are based on DD-DTCWT decomposition method, we compare proposed fusion rule IPWA-ANECS with other typical rule WA-AM, PCA-AMC and ESMWS-AM. In experiments, decomposition level is 4, low-frequency and high-frequency subband window is 3 3 and 5 5 respectively. Figure9, figure10 and figure11 shows visible and infrared image fusion results, multi-focus image fusion results and medical image fusion results of these rules respectively. In figure9, the human presented with white color is being better extracted using IPWA-ANECS fusion rule, which indicates that it is more reasonable using proposed fusion rule in extracting target information than other typical rules. In figure10, the fused image using proposed fusion rule is clearer and depicted edge is more exact, which means IPWA-ANECS rule can better extract edge. In figure11, the details of bone and parenchyma using proposed rule are more systematic and comprehensive, which implys IPWA-ANECS rule can transfer more information to fused image than other rules and extract the source images information to maximum extent. A comparison of the objective assessment of different fusion rules is listed in Table2. 
Fusion performance comparisons on different fusion rule and MSD
In order to demonstrate proposed adaptive MSD fusion method is promising for the two application, three group images in Figure12 are fused using method of DWT-max [12] , Curvelet-STDM-ABSW [13] , Contourlet-VARM-EM [14] .Because of the limited length of paper, only comparisons of objective assessment criteria are given in Table3. It is shown that DD-DTCWT-IPWA-ANECS is the best fusion method with the greatest MI, SSIM and Q. 
Conclusion
In this paper, adaptive fusion method based on DD-DTCWT is proposed. An image is decomposed to 4 low-frequency and 32 high-frequency subbnad images by DD-DTCWT and according to different characteristics of low-frequency and high-frequency subbands, the rule of the improved pixel weighted average and coefficient absolute value with neighborhood average energy consistency selection is used to combine decomposed coefficients, which can enhance stability. Experiments on MSD methods and fusion rules demonstrate that the proposed fusion method is successful in multi-focus image fusion , medical image fusion ,visible and infrared image fusion, visible and MMW image fusion. 
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